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Introduction 

The development of applications :'n agriculture in developing countries 

fundamentally follows the same basic pattern as in the more developed countries. 

Plastics are used only where a definite economic advantage can be Bhown when 

examined over the total system used or where classical materials are unavailable. 

What is perhaps more marked, are the different problems faced in developing coun- 

tries regarding the development of both plastics and agriculture. 

•Hiere is generally a lack of plastics technology and know-how to produce 

the correct quality of plastics products for agricultural use,  In many cases 

there is often a failure to understand that special raw materials and formulations 

are required in order to be able to produce the correct quality of plastics ma- 

terial required. Moreover, even where this is understood, then there is sometimes 

a lack of understanding of the influence of processing conditions on the proper- 

ties of the finished product. Quality control is seldom practised,  as such, 

although thickness and width dimensions are often measured but not always recorded. 

All this is primarily due to the fact that entrepreneurs are seldom technical and 

the size of the plastics operation cannot justify the cost of employing a plas- 

tics technologist.  Information on plastics processing normally arrives either 

through friends in the buoiness or Through machinery manufacturers who are more 

concerned to assure the buyer that the equipment is simple and will easily produce 

whatever plastics product is required. 

In the few casos where large scale enterprises have been established, there 

is generally a better understanding of the needs for quality control and that 

products, with special performance requirements,    are required for both indus- 

trial and agricultural applications. Unfortunately, in many developing countries 

there are problems in knowing where to so«k such information. Raw material sup- 

pliers, in many cases, ara represented by agents who are primarily concerned only 

with selling and are reluctant to feed back to their principals the technical pro- 

blems that are raised. Where they do so, and special grades of polymers become 

involved, then there is the inovitable problem of stock-keepingj  tying up ospitai 

and warehouse spaoe as well as increasing the product range. In some countries 

this is further aggravated by import licences and limitations on the quantities 

which can be imported in any given period.  It will thus be seen,  that what in a 

developed country is a relatively simple tank of ordering a particular type of 

polymer which in normal circumstances would be delivered within a matter of a few 

days, now becomes a major operation in a developing country, «specially when their 

polymer supplies have to be imported. 

•¡Ml 
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In      developing countries, where polymer is manufactured,  the position is 

normally a great deal easier since there arc generally technologists available 

within tho producing company,  who are able to advise fabricators and converters 

on these matter*, However, such polymer production facilities are generally small 

•cale and this necessarily limits  the range oi  polymers that can be produced 

economically.  It is not always oossïble therefore,   to produce the same wide range 

of grades or types of polymers  that are taken for granted in developed countries. 

In auch casos,  it is nocessary to make a compromise solution that will produce the 

beat result from the different  types of polymer locally available, but  this is 

not necessarily the Bame as the result that  could be achieved if the correct  type 

of polymer was used» 

Prom the foregoing it will be appreciated that there is an obvious need in 

developing oountries to inprove the plastics technology facilities if tho plastics 

induatry is to develop and expand. This is an area in which UNIDO has bean pro- 

viding technical assistance.  In these types of circumstances whore the majority 

of plaatics fabricators and converters are unable to afford to employ plastics 

technologists,  then consideration can be given to the establihsment of a central 

organisation to undertake such a work. Those central organizations are known as 

"Plastics Development and Technology Centres'" and they have a multiplicity of 

function» ranging from processing and application development to training of 

personnel.  By such means,  developing countries can maximize the benefits of scarce 

and expansive technical resources in both equipment and manpower,  and are thus 

provided with a sound technological base on which the expansion and development 

of  their plastics industries can move forward. Without this type of technical 

facility,  the development of plastics in agriculture depends largely on the initia- 

tive and enthusiasm of individual entrepreneurs or on knowledge brought into the 

country by & locally operating foreign company. 
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1.  Initial development of agricultural applications 

The development  of plastics in agriculture in developing countries stems 

from one of th: JQ driving forces: 

a) An enlightened and technically competent plastics fabricating or conver- 

ting company discusses with a grower or farmer on the type of applica- 

tions that have been established in other countries,  From these dis- 

cussions there usually emerges a trial which the grower is prepared to 

undertake with plastica which the plastics company  Dftcn provides either 

free of charge or at nominal coat. 

b) A forward looking grower who he*   »i^her travelled extensively or has 

road technical literature, will be aware of many applications of plas- 

tics in agriculture,   One day he is faced with certain economic problems 

in his cropping and will realize  that plastics might be an answer to sis 

problem. At this point ho will  try and make contact with a local plastics 

company to erlist  its aid to resolve the problem, 

c) The initiative is  taken by an agricultural soience-based institution or 

government, whether it be an agri evil turai extension service or an agri- 

cultural department  of a University. Here the knowledge of the agricul- 

tural problema of the country is often more detailed,  but experience 

shows that the potential of plastics to resolve these problems is not 

always as well known as might be expected at first sight. However, when 

the possibilities are known, c ntact is then madv with the plastics 

companies until one is found who is prepared to co-operate in some 

development trials o 

It is from thij type of background that applications of plastics in agricul- 

ture have been started in developing countries. As the general interest awakens, 

a National Committee for Plastios in Agriculture can then be formed, as in Argentina, 

which was initiated by the plastics industry.  It enables the promotion of applica- 

tions to oontinue, and for farmers, growers and other agriculturalists to have the 

opportunity of discussing their problems with the members of the plastios industry. 

Only by this close co-operation followed by trials, can plastics be successfully 

developed into the differing eoonomic situations that exist in eaoh country. Mem- 

bership of the International Committee for Plastics in Agriculture (C.I.P.A. ) 

ensures an ever increasing range of contacts with specialists around the world, 

and a steady flow of information that enablos tho industry to have an 'awareness' 

of what is happening in this particular area of plastios application. 
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therefore, to ensure that the master-batch contains effective and sufficient 

anti-oxidants to prevent this deterioration of properties in the : recycling 

process. Most reputable raw materials suppliers win give specific technical 

advice on this matter if raqueetei and a nuaber of them provide suitable master 

batches incorporating both pigment and  anti-oxidant for this purpose. 

Normally, up to 3<# of PS fil.a rwsk  oaa bo processed this way, and de- 

pending on the particular type of plnnt being operated, considerably higher 

quantities have been successfully reworked, In view of the current situation 

of polymer supply, this rework operation can be vital to thö production efficiency 

and output of a PE film producer This technique of utilizing printed Fi! film 

and off-colour matoriala which were otherwise normally dumped or burnt, can 

effect a product cost reduction of the order of 20e/, 

3- Rubber plantation 

Apart from planting bags there are three other applications of plaBtios in 

the rubber plantation industry. They are bud grafting, rubber latex collection 

and packaging of processed rubber - Standard Malaysian Rubber (SMR). 

Bud jpraf ting 

In order to quickly establish rubber troes with what are considered to be 

the most desireble characteristics, anr1 thus ensure an economic plantation with 

tree» of high yield, recourse is oftea made \o  the technique of grafting on to an 

existing young tree, sometimos one, or perhaps two differontparts of another type 

of rubber tree are utilized. For example, it may be required that the tree should 

have a «hort crown, but the high yielding tree variety has a high crown. In this 

case, it is possible to graft the short crown element on to the high yielding tree 

and thus rapidly achieve a combination which would teke many years by plant bre- 

eding techniques. 

When the graft has boon made, transparent PK film of about 50 cm width 

and 0.05 "*» thickness is wound olosely round the graft BO that it is protected 

from infeotion and inaeot attack. After a number of weeks when it is observed 

that the graft has taken, the film can be removed. This method of bud grafting 

gives up to 90# suocese compared to 50 to 60$ obtained by older and traditional 

techniques, and the oost of the small amount of PE film is thus more than fully 

justified. 
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Rubber latex collection 

When the market prices for rubber were dropping to extremely low levels, it 

became clear that the economics of rubber plantations required close study. One 

proposal was put forward which could help reduce the labour required in the daily 

rubber collection and thus reduce part of the labour cost. This was to change from 

the current system of emptying the cup into which the tapped rubber was collected, 

to the use of a P? bag in place of the cup. By this means, the bag would only need 

to be emptied about once in 2 weeks instead of daily cup emptying. 

After much experimentation a suitable bag design and quality was developed 

which could be simply and quickly attached to the tree by means of a wire,  The 

rubber latex ran into the bag at a prepared opening and the bag could be left for 

two to three weeks before it was required to ba collected.  The latex in the bag 

of course coagulated of its own accord,  and beinj totally enclosed was very clean. 

This cleanliness was a significant improvement  on cup collection where insects, 

particles of air-borne    dust and debris easily contaminates the laxex. 

To prevent rain running down the tree into the bag,  trials were successfully 

carried out using both polystyrene and pjlyurethane foaa as a rain-guard.  The foam 

was fitted spirally above the tapping cut, ead the rain was thus channelled away 

from the bag.  Problems of insect infestation in the foam were observed,  but the 
work was not continued, 

The fact that the latex coagulated in the bag restricted the typos of rubber 

for which it could be used, but the fact that it was so clean made the rubber of 
highest commercial quality. 

The project was not proceeded with on a large scale since it would have 

involved a reduction in the total labour force when there was a basic need to 

ensure the fullest possible employment. Moreover, market prices of rubber have 

since moved upwards. However, in somo remote areas where labour is »till scarce, 

the method is in successful commercial operation. 

Packaging of processed rubber 

In further attempts to improve profitability of rubber plantations, efforts 

were also made to modernize the approach to the marketing of the finished rubber. 

Previously it was baled and packed in sheets of rubber which were liberally coated 
with talo to prevent sticking in handling. 
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In the new system that has been developed, tho rubber is now compounded into 

specific and quality controlled eradas of compound so that they can be added 

directly into the mixing equipment at the ultimate tyre factory, A pre-weighed 

Mount of this rubber compound is now > impacted into a block and packed into a 

thin PF. bag which carries the compound/grade identification; the whole (r*bbor and 

PE bag) can be placed cleanly into the tyre producer's mixing equipment where 

the small quantity of polyethylene film from the bag is easily dispersed into the 

rubber, These batches of rubber are later stocked and packed into a simple export 

case consisting of a cardboard outer lined with shoots >f PB film, and reinforced 

with wooden sheets. This method of marketing haß been a tremendous success and has 

significantly improved profitability, 

Somo problems of the FT bags splitting open in transit had been reported, 

but provision of a slightly larger bag and the addition of more »slip-agent 

master batch" have helped resolve this problem, Altering the conditions for the 

PE film production so that the physical properties of the film were more balanced, 

in both length and crosswiseais^greatly assisted better performance, Thx. 

necessitated using a differont film width/die diameter ratio so that good physical 

properties were developed in both directions. This type of development work re- 

quired both access to plastics technology and suitable testing equipment so that 

tho properties of the film could be characterized. 

4, Toa plantat: m Ut I.8OO meters above sea-level) 

Bottoalo.. PB planting bags 

Young tea cuttings are planted in black PF. bags. However, the bags are not 

. aled at the base and are in fact bottomless. A special type of sandy and sterile 

soil is used for filling the to», and being slightly «oi.t it consolidate, when 

it is tamped into the PF 'bag'. Thus, it remains inxact when the filled bag is 

lifted. 

PE tunnels 

The tea cutting, are set in the planting bags, which are then arranged in 

clo.e-packing rows between the confine, of two wooden board, which fora the boun- 

dary wall of the nur.ery bed. Tho plants are then watered and covered with tron.- 

parent PR fil« to for« a tunnel over the«. Bamboo cane, grown locally, U u.ed to 

make .uitable tunnel supporting hoop., .ot at about one meter distance apart. Thi. 
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In developing countries, there is normally a limited demand for wide PE 

sheeting and few companies are prepared to invest the large capital outlay required 

for the necessary die and take-off equipment. It was therefore, particularly inte- 

resting to see how one ooapany had re.olved the matter, who were equipped to produce 

„heeling of Just over one meter wide lay-flat (2 meten» when opened up to eingle 

film width). 

Using local «kill« in wood working, thoy had produced a heat sealing unit 

constructed mainly of large be« wooden member, that made a 4 meter long seal in 

one operation. * cutting the meter wide lay-flat film into 4 meter lengths and 

slitting it   lsngthwi.a   to make single film, it was possible to seal two edges, 

4 meters long together - this ultimately became the width of the final shade 
sheeting at a dimension of 4 x 6 or 4 x 5 meters. Despite this extraordinary longth 

of ssaling bar, the sealing was of a satisfactory quality. Admittedly, PE film of 

0.15 «• *•• used to ensure sufficient thickness tolerance on sealing, where otherwise 

râ film of 0.1 m. would have sufficed , but this did enable the growers to utilise 

PB sheet, for shading in the absence of ..«less wide-width PB film. This particular 

.xe.pl. give, an indication of how, by application of both initiative and determi- 

nation, probles» can be resolved, even if in a .omewhat unorthodox way. 

Fruit protection 

An established use for PS transparsat film has been as a protective sleeve 

over the banana fruit fro. the tis* it is first formed to the tis» of cutting. 

Perforated lay-flat PE film of 0.05 to 0.1 m» thickness is cut into lengths of 

about 2-3 -ter., sufficiently long to covr ths fruit snd allow the «ids to be 
bunch* and tied. Ite inside of these cut Isngths of lay-flat film is dusted by the 

CPOwr with inmsotioids before the fruit is covered. Mot only do- the film protect 

ths fruit from bird sad inssot attack, it also promotes higher yield, in the fruit 

sad shortens maturity time. 

fee Pf lay-flat osa be printed with different coloured stripes so that the 

•sqasae* in -hioh ths fruit is to be cut osa be more readily identified in the 

plantation, and i. related to the tiae whsa the fruit was first covered. 
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Work carried out in Australia on the use of coloured translucent PE film for 

the covering of bananas indicated that blue, green, yellow and rod PE films signi- 

ficantly increased the fruit yi.ld and timo to maturity,   compared to a control 

which was uicovered. More recent work indicate that a reflective plastic cover 

psrfomed better than the conventional cover,  end also  ,fÍCred a bonus of additional 
protection from fruit burning during the  summer heat. 

It would appear that ther* remaino auch work to ^ done by the plastics 

industry to exploit the results of this development work to the particular condi- 
tions of each individual  country. 

packing 

After the bananas have been washed,   graded, treated to prevent premature 

ripening    and weighed,  they are then wrapped in perforated transparent PE film and 

packed in cardboard cartone.  These cartons  are thon ready for immediate oversea, 
shipment. 

7- Rice cropping 

Protection of nursery rice 

Where young rice i. grown in a nursery bed so that  it  can later be tran.pl«»- 

t.d into the rice field,   there is often a risk of losses  through rodent attack. A 

•iaple and effective means of preventing thin has been observed. A transparent 

blu-coloured RJ film is ^cted as a «f-nce« „«und the whole of the nursery bed 

111. bottom edge of the film is anchored into the .oil below the water level, and 

is held in an upright position by means of bamboo canes  inserted into soil which 

are placed alternately on on, side and then the other of the film 80 that a .light 

ton.ion i. developed. This is sufficient to keep the film    in a vertical po.ition. 

Fill of 0.125 mm thicknesH and about 75 cm width is used for this application. 

Rodent attack, in thi. particular caae by rats, was prevented a. the PE fil. 

i. too .lipp.ry for thorn to climb up. After one season of .ucce..ful trial., the 

•ethod was rapidly adopted by meny farmers  in the following year. 

-nqulrie. were »ade to ascertain why blue PE film „a. u.tìd for thi(J ^ 

tion. It tran.Pired that the colour was incidental. B»    company concerned with 

thi. develops realized that farmer, and grower, who —. unaceu.to~d to handling 

PE fil.,  could not .ajily di.tingui.h the difference in thickne.. or the qu^ity 

of PE fil. that wa. available on the market,  ^ey therefore introduced blue fil. 
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to identify the 0.125 «w» thickness, and groen film for 0.075 nan thi^aiass, since 

these were the two thicknesses that had earlier been sold for general purpose 

applications to farmers through retail shops. The idea is simple,  effective and 

had much to commend it in the circumstances prevailing. 

Grain shields for hand treating 

In several developing countries, rice is threshed by hand in the rice field. 

The operation involves striking the sheaf of rice several times against a mesh of 

wood rods. These rods are positioned in the upper section of a wooden container into 

which the rioe grains drop. To prevent some of the rice grains going over the sides 

of the oontainer,  it was normal practice to «root a cloth screen so that it formed 

a part extension of three sides of the box. Thus any grain hitting the cloth auto- 

matically fell back into the box. Because cloth deteriorates rather rapidly in 

tropical olimatic conditions PE film was tested as a replacement.  It was held, 

simply, in position by attachment to bamboo canes, set within the box. Blue 

(0.125 «•») W fil" hê* no* become standard for this application as exporience indi- 
cated that it ham a muoh longer life than textile, and is of lower effective oost. 

Packaging of rioe 

Tradttionally rio« was packed in jute sacks. With the advent of PP* woven 

sacks in a quality that more than matched the performance of jute and with a clear 

economic advantage it was inevitable that rioe packaging would switch to PP sacks. 

This has happened rapidly over a period of three years. 

PP sacks are manufactured in two basic stages: 

a) the production of PP tape for weaving; 
b) the weaving of the tape into cloth from which the sacks are then 

fabricated, and printed, if required. 

a) The PP polymer is supplied in compound form by the manufacturer normally 

with suitable ant i-oxidant and other additives incorporated. This compound is then 

extruded into blow» lay-flat film form as by the normal prooesses used for the pro- 

duction of PI fila. Some companies arrange the oquipment so that the bubble is blown 

downwards instead of upwards as normal for PE film production. It is stated that 

downward extrusion tends to give both better bubble and also thiokness variation 

control of the PP film. However, from observation of both forms of production and 

• PP • polypropylene. 
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from discussion with manufacturo« it w.uld appear in practice there are only mar- 
ginal differences in favour of downward extrusion. 

The film is passed,  xn lino,  through a hot tunnel, or over a heated metal 

plate,  the essential factor in eith.r m,th,d b.,^; accurate temperature control. 

When the film is hot it is stretched Lngthwise by a multiple bobbin wind-up unit, 

and the film is slit int, narrow tr.prB in  the wi Uh range ,f 1 mm to 3 mm,  This 

stretching process highly orients the molecular structure of the polymer so that 

the breaking strength (tensile strength) of the tape i8 very significantly increati 

It i. this strength characteristic which ultimately determines the sack load per- 

formance for a given thickness of tape,  and it is therefore a key element to control 
in production. 

Sacks produced from PP tape t.nd to be too harsh,  in handle,   compared with 

jute sacks which they replace. As a result of extended trials it is now common 

practxee to use mixtures of PP and PT.HD* polymers to modify the Teal» or «handle« 

of the final woven fabric,  Bio    use of PE.HD while producing a fabric of softer 

handle,  does however have a lower strength characteristic than PP.   It is necessary 

therefore not to add too much P-.IID otherwise  the dr,p in strength could only be 

compensated by producing a thicker,  and therefore more costly product.  Up to 25f 

PE.HD haa been used in these oolymer blends for sack production. 

b)  The weaving of the PP tape can talee place on standard conventional textile 

weaving machines. Plat-b,d looms  operating at  loo picks** per minute arc of low 

capital cost and labour intensive.  There is also available , high-speed,  flat-bed 

»achine which will produce  V.   twice  tfcis ,pCc^  '*oro developing countries are 

producing sacks for their own internal requirements it would appear that flat-bed 

looms have certain advantages,  particular!;, in being labour intensive. 

However, where it is intended to sell PP sacies for export then other consi- 

derations apply. The first and foremost considerati » is to be competitive in a 

world market, and also to ensure repetitive    quality products.  If it is desired to 

weave PP cloth for sacks at speeds greater than about 200 picks Per minute then it 

is necessary to examine the use of circular weaving (not knitting) machine. The.e 

can produco at rate, of up to 400 picks por minute, but are capital intense. Apart 

ZTZZ L TTcloth at hieh 8peed'one type of circui~ «•*- -**- ha. another hidd,n advantage which makes it particularly economic. 

« 
PE.HD - polyethylene, high-density. 

•• 
Pick. . number of threads (ribbons) woven pôP minute. 
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Víhen using flat-bad looms it is a characteristic of the process that some 

tapes get twisted, i.e.  folded-over on themselves while the cloth is being woven. 

To the non-technical person this might understandably be dismissed as being of 

minor importance particularly since the general visual appearance of the cloth is 

non-critical in the application of sacks. However, it has to be understood that 

the introduction of a fold (twist) into an oriented PP tape results in a lowering 

of the actual breaking strength of that tape. Nevertheless, it is possible to 

produce PP sacks of satisfactory performance standard by selecting a PP tape of 

higher strength (thicker film) to overcome this defect. 

In circular   weaving,  on a machine specially designed for use with PP, the 

twisting of the tape is almost totally eliminated. It is thus possible to use a 

PP tape of thinner film than that required by flat-bed weaving,  to produce a cloth 

of equivalent performance. Since the use of thinner film can result in a saving 

of raw material of up to 15?' it will be realized that this can have a significant 

effect on the economics of the process. All the more so in present day conditions 

of higher raw material prices, following the crude oil price increases, and in- 

fluenced to a lesser extent by a world shortage of plastios polymers. There are 

other minor capital cost savings which can result from adoption of circular weaving 

but these do not need to be discussed at this stage. 

In any prooess there are always some positive and some negative points. What 

then are the negative points in circular weaving? As far as can be judged only one is 

of signifioanoe. In developing countries where circular looms have been installed 

some   companies   have reported that their engineers have had difficulty in carrying 

out routine maintenance and/or service work on these looms,    because they are too 

oomplex for them to understand. These particular circular looms are sophisticated, 

modern-engineered machines designed for heavy-duty, high speed operation. It is 

inevitable therefore that the engineering and therefore tho maintenance requires 

specialised knowledge and skill. Nevertheless, by the correct selection of suitable 

engineers, and following a specialized course in training on these machines this 

type of probi«» has been satisfactorily resolved. 'Bio economic benefits of high-speed 

circular weaving ars easily sufficient to justify the expenditures that such a 

training course entails. 

It must at all times be remembered, and it cannot be stressed too often, 

that the economic production of PP sacks is both a highly technological operation 

and an industry in its own right. Many types of sacks can be produced for different 

application«. Por example, by the installation of a T-die extruder it is possible 

ÜMÜM 
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to laminate a thin film of Pn to one face of the PP cloth. This is suitable for 

the production of sacks for fertilizers and other fine powdered products.. Other 

applications of PP sacks, each requiring their own specific type of weave construc- 

tion and strength characteristics, incl ,de the packaging of flour, sugar, grain 

and other agricultural crops» 

8. Greenhouses and tunnels 

A variety of different types of plastics covered greenhouses and tunnels 

have been observed in several developing countries. 

QreenhouBes 

Greenhouses have in the main been used for flower cultivation and also 

tomatoes, whilst tunnels have been used for tomatoes, peppers and strawberries. 

Carnations, chrysanthemums, lille« and orchids arc successfully grown in plastics 

greenhouses in several developing countries, 

The construction of the greenhouses have been in either wood or steel, depen- 

ding on cost and availability of raw materials in each particular country. In the 

tropical and sub-tropical areas the greenhouse normally consists of a multi-bay 

covered roof structure, and uncovered sides, Detachaole side panels have also been 

observed, which could be placed in position when wind conditions make this neces- 

sary. 

In the tropicB, at 1800 metre altitude, the need for covering of tomatoes 

had little to do with achieving earliness since tha climate was one of a continual 

spring-time, with temperatures of 21-24JCbeing normal the year round. However, in 

this particular region the humidity was constantly high, and so mildew and other 

plant diseases which flourish under such conditions, were endemic. This necessitated 

frequent spraying for satisfactory crop protection. Due to the fact that this lo- 

cation was also subject to frequent rain, tho effectiveness of the spray was so 

diminished that daily spraying became necessary. By growing under a PE covered 

roof structure, the period of spraying was signifioantly reduced to once every two 

week period. 

The cost-saving thus achieved more than repaid tho price of tho structure and 

the PE film covering, despite the fact that it had to be recovered three or four 

times per year. This was due to normal packaging quality PE film being used for the 

application which was the only quality available. This film was not designed, nor 
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quired to withstand exposure to the tropic weather   conditions. Since that time, 

^operation between the plastic industry «I the local university,  encouraged by 

;rô. has reached the eta*e «here see specific te«ical problems are being 

Idi d by the univeraity for the plastics industry.  As a result of this work. it 

Lid now appear possible that an improved P. film -ill be    evolved for commercial 

production which could have a lifo of one year under these particular climatic 

conditions. 

This »ill »o of direct economic benefit in the application,  and specially 

so in today's conditions of high raw material prices. 

It wa, also noted that many tomato growers -ere making use of polypropylene 

raffia as vertical supports for their plants. 

in this location FC film covered roof structures, in units covering more than 

one thousand scare meters are utilised for carnation and ^"«~ «"""* 
!.. structures are built by local labour from rough cut timber „ich for, the 

vertical supports, being some ,5 meters high and spaced 4 to 5 -*~,«£». 

low angled timber roof framing has purlins spaced at about one meter »*«— 
low angle« secured to this roof frame by 
covered with galvanised   wiro mesh. S» PB film nannin* 
wood.» batt«..    B.    -ire mesh is used in an attempt to reduce the w id fl ^ ing 

of the K film and thus to try and extend its useful life. Improvement, in th 

design Z the roof unit can be expected to follow the availability of longer-life 

FE film. 

».tal structure, have been used in some countries where iron rod and angl. 

iron are freely available, and wood lea, so. Moreover, in such countries       -a, ^; 

servad that conventional glasshouse constructions have been m metal so   h   thin, ng 

TLi-Ud in this direction. Some wide span, light-weight deigned, metal hou... 

a^r bs rved.  In mo.t caae. the PE film covering is secured through wooden 

mjTr. attld to the metal work. Ve. large mobile greenhouse, for aower crops 

have b.« .ee„ which were con.truct.d of metal, and mounted on rail.. 

a. u.e of ORP (gl« fihre reinforced pla-tic.) corrugated .heet. 1. not 

, «   a. a roof covering for gr.enhou.sa. One nursery, .peoialising in orchids, widupwad, as a roof covering        gr a redu0_ 
had on. ..otion covered with a ORP corrugated roof and this wa. 

tion of light intensity. 

S«. concionai .hap.* grsenhou.e., con.tructod * "•*£•£ Toured 

oh..rv.d *-. the height tc the rcof ap.x was only ,   me ter.   ».     - 

with n «-. i- «i«h. of approximately 2 meter, and f»-t«     . 1««* 
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protection consisted of burning oil in small canisters sot at intervals between thu 

closely set rows of greenhouses, while in other locations it was common practice to 

bum oil-soaked waste in open-ended oil drums within the greenhouses, 

The potential use of PF water tub..s as a moans of protection against a few 

degrees of frost was unknown. In this technique, short lengths of PV  tubular film 

(about 200-300 mm width layflat) is bunch sealed at one end, either by tying, or 

heat-sealing. The tube is then filled with water to about half itB potential volume 

and the other end is then sealed in a similar manner. A sufficient number of these 

tubes of water are then laid alongside the growing planta in the greenhouses, where 

it absorbs heat from the sun during the day. At night, the heat, built up in the 

water, now starts to slowly radiate and is sufficient to protect the plants in its 

immediate vicinity from l'c or 2°C of frost, 

In one area which was visited, where drought conditions had been experienced 

for some two years, in consequence of a changing weather pattern, a whole valley 

of some 40-50 km length was devastated, This had previously been a rich and fertile 

valley devoted to many horticultural crops, orchards and vineyards. In tho lower 

section of the valley, aerial observation showed that irrigation by newly drilled 

water wells was keeping some small areas in growth; and water-tankers driven fur- 

ther along the valley were providing just sufficient water for some oí the vine- 

yards to survive. Higher in the valley three large reservoirs, normally used for 

irrigation, were virtually empty. Only occasional patches of oright green, amid 

the brown background indicated some water source. It was in this area that both 

greenhouses and tunnels, covered with P : film, were observed in scattered locations. 

By  carefully using the limited water resources it had been possible to grow tomatoes 

in these covered structures and the water condensation on the inside of the film 

was trapped for further use. The various systems of trickle irrigation that might 

have been used under such conditions to make oven more effective use of the scarce 

water resources, were unknown to the growers; as also was the use of FF! film as a 

mulch. It would seem therefore, that there still exists a large gap in the communi- 

cation ohain in transmitting information on known applications of plastics in agri- 

culture to developing countries whore there are specific needs. Conferences, like 

the 6th International Colloquium on Plastics in Agriculture in association with the 

UNIDO Symposium on Plastics in Latin America, are one means of ensuring a wider 

distribution of knowledge on this subject, but much more remains to be done. 
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Tunnels 

Various types and sizes of tunnels covered with PS film have been observed 

in several developing countries.  The largest size tunnol was one 3 meter wide but 

only approximately one meter high. This tunnel was constructed on information 

obtained from Israel. A narrow wooden beam supported on w--odon stakes provided 

the oentral ridge support of the tunnel. Steel wire hoops wero set along the ridge 

at intervals of about 2 meters, One edge of the PE film was battened to the ridge 

and then additional wire hoops placed over the outside provided sufficient tension 

to keep the film in place. This film covered only one half of the tunnel, and a 

second length of film was similarly attachod to cover the other half. This 

technique enables a wider tunnel to be achieved where only relatively narrow 

widths (2 meters) of PB film are available. The tunnels were to be planted with 

tomatoes, and at the plants grew it was inteded to raise the polythene sides, in 

progressive stage, until such time as the tunnel height restricted the plants. 

At this point the PB film would be rolled up and tied to the ridge bar. The crop 

at this point not requiring further protection in the particular climate con- 

cerned. 

A number of smaller tunnels, of the Nantaise variety, were seen in several 

countries. Sose were used for salad crops, and some for strawberries. 

In most oases the PB film was used for only a limited period of crop pro- 

tection and there were few complaints of the film not withstanding the outdoor 

exposure. Two years use under such application conditions appeared normal. There 

is little doubt that improved film performance can be achieved by formulation 

design. Recent price increase of raw materials may make this more neoess ry than 

in the past. 

One unusual crop applications was the use of PE film covering small wooden 

frames which wsre set over a crop of capers. This was so arranged that while there 

was very adequate ventilation, it did nevertheless permit a heat build-up in the 

soil to take plaoe, and also provided some protection from rain damage. 

Apart from steel and galvanised wire hoops, bamboo hoops have also been 

observed in use as tunnel supports. Their use depends on availability and oost 

relative to wire in any particular location. 
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9« Mulching 

The use of PE film as a mulch does not seem to have yet been developed on 

any large scale in the developing countries visited. Only the experimental use of 

both black and white PE film as a.mulch haa been observed. In this particular oasc, 

the use was on a strawberry crop. The black film had been in position for 5 years 

and the white for one year. This iB an area of application where more development 

work will need to be undertaken, in each country, to fully exploit the potential 

of mulohing. 

10. Crop storage 

Apart from the use of PP wovon sacks for crop storage it has been noted 

that la osa country PF film lined, wironnesh silos have now also been constructed 

for the storage of grain. Taie is a low cost and effectivo means of rapidly 

providing additional crop storage facilities. Like all established applications 

for plastics in agriculture, further development is necessary in each oountry to 

ensure the most economic solution to a particular problem. In this particular case 

the development was undertaken over a three year period to economically adapt and 

exploit the application to lecal needs. 

11. Water conservation 

Only in one country visited haa thoro been any real application of the 

potential that plastics offer in applications for water storage and transport and 

distribution, although the water needs of some other countries appeared to be 

much greater. In this particular oase, the development has proceeded because of 

the initiative taken by the local plastics industry in promoting the application« 

of plastics in agriculture. 

Australian-style, circular ponds for water storage for cattle use are cons- 

tructed of concrete. They inevitably tend to leak and can lead to large water 

losses. *? utilising largo sheets of PE film, development work has shown how, 

*ion building these ponds, thoy can now be made water-proof at relatively low cost, 

This is a uniquo example of a development to a specific local problem. 
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In the same country, there are large-scale irrigation projects planned 

which involve cutting neu canals for transporting water to particular parts of the 

area. Ths use of both PVC* and PE films for lining of canals and reservoirs is well 

established. In this particular case,  it was a very wide canal, and with fairly 

fast water-flow rates. It was therefore, interesting to learn that the last section 

of the canal has been successfully lined with PE film using the normal back-filling 

technique. 

The use of flexible PVC hose-pipe, in diameter of 12-30 mm, has been observed 

in several countries as a standard means of watering flowers as well as for other 

crops. The use of a 400 mm blacl: PE lay-flat tube as a means of transporting water, 

over about 1 km distance, was unusual. The film was about 0.08 mm thick and there 

were only a few pinholes in the length involved. Nevertheless, it provided a low 

cost system for moving a large volume of water from one storage arsa to another, 

under low prossure. This application again illustrates the advantage of local 

development to resolve specific problems in agriculture. 

In one country where irrigation ditches are an osaential element in providing 

water for furrow irrigation a locafgrower, after hearing about how plastic, can be 

utilised in agricultural applications, decided to line his main irrigation ditch 

with PE film. The only immediately available film was some clear PE material of 

0.05 mm thickness. Despite the fact that this film was hardly suitable for the job 

some two kilometer- of ditch were lined in a few days. When the water was intro- 

duced, it was noted that there was quite a considerable volume and flow-rate toward, 

the snd of the ditch, which previously hardly had any water duo to losses by soil 

permeation. The grower was wry pleased wilh this improved flow since it enabled 

him to irrigate a much larger area of land than before. However, no information 

has bsan mad. available regarding the useful life of the film. Por this application, 

thsrs is little doubt that specially formulated black PF- film would be more likely 

to hmv. a us.ful sconomic life. There are obviously long-term exposure problem, to 

be rasoio to ensure th. film do., have an economic life in this typo of applica- 

tion. Additionally, if .vst— can be evolved, in which the area of film directly 

epossd to th. weather, and not covered by water, can be reduced to a minimum, 

this would significantly improve the long-term life of the film. With such system. 

thors i. avry possibility that this method of ohsnnel ditoh lining could be made 

mors widespread. 

*pfC - polyvinyl chlorid«. 
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However,  thi. 1, n.l7 a P«t of the tota! irrisión picture, and the pre.cnt 

tr«,d to »ovo to piped .upplic, Wine triple irrisión .yto-, whiUt -ore 

capita! It«!«, do«. «I» .iff.ifl.-tl» .or, of icio« «. of ».tor relative 

plant growth an' yield.. It i. bocean« incroa.in.ly clear that nuoh •"•«•"- 
lcp»nt ofiort i. required in thi. are* to clarify th= technology of „plication 

ln relation to each cn>p to be grown ,c a. to *a*i*i,e the ben.fit. •«•»"•*• 
„.„logent of thi. kind i. already being   undertaken in .«e developed countrie.. 

12.  Penerai comments 

F«. the foregoin« it „ill b. appreciate that a relatively »id. range of 

tf-tic. in acculturo application, have been adapted by a m»bcr of d.v.loplng 

countri« in the tropics «4 .e„i-tropic .one.. However, it i. clear that ther. 

m cth.r application, which could be developed a. -ell a. .aking ^->•«t 

1„ cxl.tlng one.,  and pa.t experience .how the nood for plMtic. technological 
1     lTto revive .ce of the probi.• encountered. In -. developing countrie., 

*.„ individual ccpanie. are unable te affo,, V, »ploy the nece..ary technolo- 

gical .kill, and cuip^nt for .uch development to be initiated, then there i. 
fe.d to con.ider   carelli  the advantag« that can accrue to the whole national 

pla.tic indu.try b, ..tting up a Plctic Technolog» Centre (TO) to .erve «he 

needs of the indu»try. 

Since the work which .uch a Centr   could undertake *u extend to promote the 

dcv.lop*mt of agriculture and othor induatri.s (pacing, electrical, furniture, 

ct0.), a. .oil a. providing specialised training facilities  then, in the.c cir- 

ou-tanc-, a« there ar« wider national benefits to bo obtained, there i. a ca.. 

for the national plactic. industry to seek Government assistance in the i-ple^n- 

tation of a PTC. 
„ever. thi. pr«uppo.e. that the pl-tic. indu.tr, in the country «oncmed 

ha. o««i«Kl it.elf inte an effective induetrlal a..cci.tion .c that it i. able 

«c .plT« . corporate and re.pon.ikle body, and i. thu. e»abl.d tc di.ou.. .uch 

nquMt. for awi.tance with Oovenwnt. 
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«•n WIDO receive a Government requeot for technical a..i.tance to aid an 

indu-try, thi. oecome. on area in which UMIDO i. ábl« to bo of po.itive help. 

Plaatio. industry .urvey. could bo undertaken to dotorain* the extent of the 

faciliti* which «ay be raqui»* for a PTC a« well a. letting up .pecifio and 

detailed project proponi» for it. e.tabli.hment.  In .ome ca.ee the United Nation. 

Development ProfM-a. (UV) MV * **• *> P•*1*0 •°"* «»«"A* contribution 
to it. Modini if the project i. included in the Country Programme (of development) 

of the Government concerned. * the.« mean., UNIDO aim. to .upport and encourage 

the fanerai indiaitrial development of developing oountrio.. 

t 
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